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ABSTRACT: To investigate the crack evolution of Longmaxi shales with a single
prefabricated fissure, a CCD (charge coupled device) camera and AE (acoustic
emission) monitoring equipment were employed. On the basis of real-time CCD
photographs and AE events, a real-time crack evolution process in fissured shale
specimens under uniaxial compression was investigated. The crack initiation angle
and extension angle were calculated, the relationship between the crack initiation
stress, strength, and crack angle was compared, and the proportion of tensile and
shear cracks at different stages of the whole compression process was briefly
analyzed. The results demonstrate that, with the increase in fissure angle (α), the
weakening ability of the prefabricated fissure to uniaxial compressive strength and
crack initiation stress was reduced. The initial cracks and secondary cracks always appeared at the tip of the pre-existing fissure in the
form of tensile cracks for α = 30−90°. The crack initiation angle and expansion angle increased first and then decreased rapidly with
α increasing. Furthermore, the ultimate failure modes were mixed tensile and shear failure when α = 0−90°. The crack evolution of
the fissured shale was progressive, but the final failure of the fissured specimen occurred rapidly. Furthermore, the appearance of the
cracks, stress drops, and AE counts had good consistency in time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Shale gas, as an unconventional oil and gas resource, has
abundant reserves and great development potential in China.1

However, large-scale commercial mining is needed to alleviate
China’s energy problems.2 Horizontal well fracturing technol-
ogy is a common means to form industrial gas reservoirs and
improve productivity.3,4 Perforation orientation is important
for the final fracturing effect.5,6 Shale gas development in
China is still in the initial stage from the perspective of
development technology and production increase effect.7 As a
typical anisotropic material, shale naturally contains bedding,
and a large number of natural joints (fissures) have developed
due to various tectonic actions.8−11 Most studies on the shale
reservoir focused on its mechanical properties and mecha-
nism,12−15 but few focused on the law of fracture initiation and
propagation of fractured shale under load (such as fracturing).
Generally speaking, the geometry of joints has an important
influence on the strength and deformation characteristics of
the jointed rock mass.16−18 The primary joints serve as the
reservoir space of shale gas, and the bedding serves as a
methane seepage channel. Generally speaking, in the process of
shale gas exploitation, the original complex fissure network
within a shale matrix under fracturing can promote the fracture
degree of the shale reservoir, thus improving the shale gas
production efficiency. Therefore, it is of great significance to
study the influences of the fissure angle on the cracking
behaviors of the shale containing fissures.

Scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of research on
the deformation and failure characteristics of the fissured rock
mass. Tian and Liu19 analyzed the relationship between shale
deformation and adsorption and elastic properties. Sun and
Jin20 attributed the differences between the observed fracture
strength and theoretical cohesive strength of crystals to defects
in brittle materials. Hoek and Bieniawski21 studied the
initiation and propagation of a single Griffith fissure under
biaxial compression tests. The study of rock failure perform-
ance is associated with the study of fracture toughness.14,22,23

Martin and Chandler24 thought that the strength of an intact
rock consisted of two parts: internal strength and friction
strength. The unconfined strength of brittle materials decreases
after damage. Xi et al.25 thought that, for pre-splitting
specimens, when the stress was far less than the compressive
strength of the rock, crack initiation and propagation would
occur once or more.
Li et al.26 analyzed the variation of elastic energy, fracture

energy, and residual elastic energy in the whole process of rock
compression and failure based on the stress−strain curve in the
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experiments. Wang et al.13 thought that the elastic properties,
failure strength, and failure mode of transversely isotropic shale
were quite different between vertical and parallel bedding
directions.
Because of the low homogeneity of shale, researchers at

home and abroad pay little attention to crack initiation and
propagation, and most of them focus on other rocks or rock-
like materials.27−31 Li et al.24,32 studied the progressive fracture
behavior of brittle lithologic rocks, such as shale and granite.
Lajtai33 divided the failure process of rock materials under
uniaxial compression into six stages. Moreover, Arora and
Mishra,34 Liu et al.,35 and Wang et al.36 have conducted biaxial
compression research on shale rocks, sandstone, and rock-like
materials, respectively. Zhang et al.37 studied the lithology of
layered rock salt. Bobet and Einstein38 studied the fracture
behavior of gypsum specimens under uniaxial and biaxial
compression and revealed the process of crack slip, wing-
shaped crack initiation, secondary crack initiation, crack
coalescence, and ultimate failure of the gypsum specimens
under uniaxial and biaxial compression. Bobet39 also studied
the crack penetration of rock-like materials with two pre-
existing fissures. Wong et al.40 conducted an experimental
analysis on the crack penetration of rock-like materials
containing three cracks and put forward the “failure criterion”
of two coalescence modes. Li et al.41 used similar material
models and numerical simulation methods to explore the
mechanical properties and crack propagation behavior.
AE testing technology and CCD photography are effective

observation methods for studying the crack/defect propagation
in these kinds of brittle materials. At present, these two
technologies are widely used to study the internal damage and
fracture behavior of rock materials25,42,43 Pan et al.44 thought
that acoustic emission counting could be used to characterize
the damage and failure of specimens during compression, and
the evolution process of the local stress field obtained by CCD
could be used to analyze the coalescence of cracks in
specimens. Jiang et al.45 studied the acoustic emission
characteristics of sandstone specimens under uniaxial cyclic
loading and used RA and AF analysis methods to characterize
the cracking mode with a few sensors. Ganne et al.46 divided
the cumulative acoustic emission activity into four stages,
corresponding to the generation, propagation, penetration, and
ultimate failure of microcracks. Huang et al.47 established the
relationship between the axial stress, acoustic emission count,
and crack penetration process. Yang et al.29 observed that the
acoustic emission count of fractured specimens was more
dispersed than that of intact specimens.
Zhang et al.,48 Xi et al.,25 and Mousavi Nezhad et al.49 also

used various numerical simulation software and methods to
study crack propagation in heterogeneous rock mass, and the
latter also proposed a model framework to simulate the
initiation and propagation of pre-cracks. Other scholars12,15,50

had also studied the crack growth and strength change of shale
under other treatment conditions.
To study the deformation and failure process of shale and

other rocks from meso- and macroperspectives, scholars at
home and abroad began to use various new technologies and
equipment to conduct experiments. Morris et al.51 made new
material specimens by using 3D printing technology and
carried out uniaxial and biaxial tests using a CCD digital image
system. Duan et al.52 analyzed the evolution process of shale
micropore structure distribution by X-ray microscopy and
divided it into four stages: damage weakening, linearization,

damage evolution and stable development, and damage-
accelerated development. After that, Duan et al.,53 based on
real-time CT scanning technology, put forward that the pores
have a negative influence on shale compressive strength and
obtained the variation law of fracture volume under different
stress levels. Zuo et al.14 used scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) to conduct a microscopic three-point bending test on
Longmaxi shale specimens with different fissure angles.
Kawakata et al.54 used CT scan data to reconstruct 3D images
of rock specimens and directly observed the shape and spatial
distribution of microcracks. Li et al.32 used a new X-ray
microcomputed tomography (micro-CT) equipment to help
study the progressive failure process.
The above-mentioned scholars have done a lot of research

on non-layered specimens with the pre-existing fractures/
fissures, while the exploratory study on brittle shale with
natural fractures in this paper has a more prominent practical
value. It is generally believed that the strength, deformability,
and failure behavior of rock materials are strongly influenced
by the widely distributed natural cracks.55,56 For cylindrical (or
square) specimens with a pre-existing fissure, different modes
of crack propagation can be realized by changing the fissure
angle of the pre-existing fissure so as to simulate the
orientation of primary joints.
This investigation relied on photographic monitoring and

the AE technique to obtain the real-time crack evolution
process in the process of the whole deformation failure, which
was not performed for the fissured shale rocks in previous
studies. Thus, this paper aims to investigate the effect of fissure
angle (α) on the strength characteristics, failure modes, and
crack propagation process. First, shale specimens with a single-
prefabricated fissure were processed and uniaxial compression
tests were carried out. Simultaneously, acoustic events were
recorded, and a CCD camera was used to characterize the
crack propagation process. Second, we analyzed a real-time
crack evolution process in fissured shale specimens under
uniaxial compression on the basis of real-time CCD photo-
graphs and AE events. Moreover, the crack initiation angle and
extension angle were calculated and analyzed, the relationship
between the crack initiation stress, strength, and crack angle
was compared, and the proportion of tensile and shear cracks
at different stages of the whole compression process was briefly
analyzed. Finally, the mechanical mechanism of crack evolution
and perforation orientation was discussed.

2. SPECIMEN PROCESSING AND TEST PROCESS
2.1. Specimen Processing. All specimens in the test were

taken from the black shale outcrops in the boundary of the
Wufeng−Longmaxi shale gas field in the southwest margin of
Sichuan Basin, and the rock specimens had clear bedding and
good integrity. The elastic modulus, uniaxial compressive
strength, and average density of the original intact shale
specimens with horizontal bedding are 10.59 GPa, 174.32
MPa, and 2.55 g/cm3, respectively.
According to the method proposed by ISRM,57 the height-

to-width ratio of the specimen should be in the range of 2.0−
3.0 so as to reduce the influence of geometry on the test
results. Therefore, all shale specimens in this test are square
with a height of 100 mm, width of 50 mm, and thickness of 25
mm (aspect ratio of 2.0 and surface roughness within ±0.02
mm). The bedding direction of all specimens is horizontal and
perpendicular to the loading direction in the uniaxial loading
test. All specimens were stored in a dry environment at room
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temperature. According to the fissure parameters of sandstone
specimens containing a pre-existing fissure prepared by Yang et
al.,29 the length of the prefabricated fissure is 12 mm, which is
defined as L, and the width is about 2 mm.
Because the thickness of the specimen is 25 mm, the

designed fissure size could not be processed by the cutting
disk. If a high-pressure water jet is used to cut the fissure, then
it is easy to cause the surface of the shale specimen to peel off,
which may not meet the test requirements. Therefore, referring
to the processing method of a pre-existing fissure by Yang et
al.,28,29 a pre-existing fissure of about 2 mm (representing
natural defects such as joints and flaws in shale) is obtained.
The specific processing of the specimens is shown in Figure

1, and the information of the specimens is shown in Table 1.
Considering the processing cost of specimens, the specimens

with a pre-existing fissure in this paper were selected from five
classical fissure angles defined as α, which were 0, 30, 45, 60,
and 90°. Finally, the specimens were subjected to surface
speckle treatment. In a dry environment, a layer of white
primer on the observation surface (100 mm × 50 mm) was
evenly sprayed, then a layer of black paint was sprayed after the
white paint is dried, and then this cycle was repeated 4 times.
After that, the specimens were placed in a natural dry
environment for 12−24 h.
2.2. Experimental Method. To explore the influence of α

on the strength characteristics, crack initiation, crack
propagation, and crack coalescence behavior of the fissured
specimens under uniaxial compression, the whole loading
process was monitored by a CCD camera and AE instrument.
The flow chart of the test is shown in Figure 2.

The uniaxial compression test was carried out on an
electronic precision material testing machine (Shimadzu
Corporation, Japan, model AG-250Kn IS) in the State Key
Laboratory of Coal Mine Disaster Dynamics and Control,
Chongqing University. The maximum load capacity of the
testing machine was 250 kN. The displacement control loading
mode was adopted, and the loading rate was set at 0.1 mm/
min. Before loading, Vaseline was pasted on both ends of the
specimens to reduce the end friction. Furthermore, a pre-
tightening force of 1 kN was applied so that both ends of the
specimen could be in close contact with the indenter. The
loading schematic diagram of the test is shown in Figure 3.
The AE instrument that adopted a 16CHS PCI-2 system

was produced by PAC Company. The AE probe adopted
Vaseline as a coupling agent, which was pasted on the
observation surface of the specimens and near the
prefabricated fissure and was tightly fixed with adhesive tape.
The threshold of acoustic emission monitoring was set at 45
dB, and the acquisition frequency was 150 kHz.

Figure 1. Machining process and related parameters of shale specimens.

Table 1. Geometric Parameters of Shale Specimens with a Prefabricated Fissure

fissure angle (°) specimen height (mm) width (mm) thickness (mm) weight (g) density (g/cm3)

0 S-0-01 100.09 50.32 25.13 321.66 2.5414
S-0-03 100.02 50.26 25.12 321.24 2.5439

30 S-30-01 100.33 50.23 25.36 322.43 2.5229
S-30-02 100.08 50.18 25.34 321.22 2.5242
S-30-03 99.91 50.2 25.16 321.45 2.5474

45 S-45-01 100.15 50.24 25.08 320.15 2.5370
S-45-02 100.08 50.14 25.16 322.41 2.5537
S-45-03 99.78 50.29 25.22 321.78 2.5427

60 S-60-01 100.4 49.18 25.35 318.78 2.5468
S-60-02 100.42 49.2 25.74 319.14 2.5095
S-60-03 100.03 49.32 25.42 318.05 2.5361

90 S-90-02 100.27 50.42 25.19 322.6 2.5332
S-90-03 100.08 50.27 25.24 321.42 2.5312

average 100.13 50.02 25.27 320.95 2.5362

error 0.1868 0.4542 0.1768 1.4691 0.0120

Figure 2. Flow chart of the experimental process.
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In this study, a XCD-5005E CCD camera produced by Sony
Corporation of Japan was used as the image monitoring
equipment, the shooting resolution was set to 2448 × 2048,
and the shooting speed was set to 1 FPS. The layout of the test
system is shown in Figure 4.

3. STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS
3.1. Stress−Strain Curves. The representative curves of

the axial stress−axial strain of the specimens under uniaxial
compression tests are shown in Figure 5, and the maximum
axial strain was less than 2%. The curves could be roughly
divided into four stages: pore and fracture compaction, elastic
deformation, crack initiation and propagation, and final
failures.32,33 The elastic deformation stage of the curves was
flat, and the failure was sudden, which are typical brittle failure
characteristics.
From the axial stress−strain curves, α had a predominant

influence on the deformation and strength of fissured
specimens. In the compaction stage, the curves were concave,
and the process was very short. At this stage, the stress increase
was low, and the curves of the fissured specimens at different
fissure angles basically coincided, showing good consistency.
In the elastic deformation stage, the curves changed linearly

with the increase in stress after the primary pores and fractures
were closed. Compared with the fissured specimens with other
fissure angles, the fissured specimens with α = 90° had the

longest elastic deformation stage. In addition, the slope of each
specimen curve in the elastic stage was near consistent, and it
was not affected by the change of α, which indicated that this
batch of specimens had good consistency and small dispersion,
and it was possible to approximately discuss the mechanical
properties, failure modes, and crack propagation laws of shale
specimens with different α values.
With the increase in loading force, the curves of the

specimens with a prefabricated fissure deviated from the elastic
stage, showing the significant nonlinear deformation. That is,
there were many local “stress drop” areas, and the “drop” was
accompanied by an audible sound in the test, but the
corresponding curves of intact specimens did not cause this
feature. Obviously, the formation of this area was related to the
existence of the prefabricated fissure and the evolution of
cracks including the prefabricated fissure. Detailed analysis will
be carried out in combination with AE data and CCD photos,
as shown in Section 5.1.
With the further increase in load, the curves reached its peak

value and entered the final failure stage instantly. With a loud
noise, the specimen finally failed and the test was stopped.

3.2. Mechanical Parameters of the Fissured Speci-
mens. After the uniaxial compression test, various mechanical
parameters varying with α were obtained, as shown in Figure 6.
It could be seen that, with the increase in α, the uniaxial
compressive strength (UCS) of the fissured specimens was
positively changed. For the condition of α = 0°, the UCS of the
specimen was the lowest with an average of 91.12 MPa. The
UCS reached a maximum of 159.96 MPa, while α = 90°. For α
= 30−60°, the UCS of the specimen had little difference,
showing a slight fluctuation. On the whole, the UCS of the
specimens enhanced with α increasing.
In addition, the peak strain and peak strength were positively

correlated with the increase in α, and their local variation
trends were similar. When α = 0°, the peak strain was the
lowest, which was 1.19%. When α = 90°, the maximum peak
strain reached 1.77%. When α = 30−60°, the peak strain was
around 1.32%, with little change among them. The above
analysis showed that the existence of a pre-existing fissure
greatly weakened the UCS and corresponding peak strain of
the shale specimen.
The elastic modulus E is defined as the slope of an

approximate linear part in the stress−strain curve, and the
deformation modulus E50 refers to the ratio of stress to the

Figure 3. Loading diagram (α = 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90°).

Figure 4. Layout of the test system.

Figure 5. Stress−strain curves of the specimens with a prefabricated
fissure.
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corresponding strain at half the peak strength. Generally
speaking, the deformation modulus E of a rock is much larger

than that of rocks (E50 is generally used). The elastic modulus
E represents the deformation resistance of the specimen when

Figure 6. Mechanical parameters of shale specimens under uniaxial compression. (a) UCS and peak strain. (b) Elastic modulus and deformation
modulus.

Figure 7. Crack evolution process of the fissured specimens during the whole deformation failure with respect to different fissure angles (0−90°).
Note: The integers (0, 1, 2, 3, 4,...) below each small picture represent the time when cracks or surface spalling appear in each specimen. σ and ε,
respectively, represent the stress and strain values at this moment.
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it reaches the elastic stage after the compaction stage.
Furthermore, the deformation modulus E50 includes the
average deformation capacity of rocks including the
compaction and elastic stage. Therefore, in this paper, we
use two moduli: the elastic modulus E and deformation
modulus E50. The mechanical properties and deformation
characteristics of fissured specimens are described and
explained together. The former focuses on its elastic properties,
while the latter focuses on the average deformability of fissured
specimens, which could be obtained by analyzing the axial
stress−strain curve, as shown in Figure 6b, with the increase in
α, E, and E50 of the fissured specimens generally showing a
slightly increasing trend. Obviously, various α values have little
influence on E of the fissured specimens, but the damage and
deformation resistance are still affected by the prefabricated
fissure with varying α.
In a word, the influence of a pre-existing fissure on the UCS

and peak axial strain of the specimens was far greater than that
on E and E50. The existence of the fissure weakened the UCS,
which varied greatly under various α values, and the maximum
UCS was at 90°.

4. CRACK MORPHOLOGY

In this uniaxial compression test, the CCD camera was used to
monitor the whole deformation and failure process in real time.
According to the phenomenon of crack initiation, propagation,
and penetration and by screening all CCD pictures, the crack
propagation process of the specimens with the prefabricated
fissure was obtained, as shown in Figure 7.
4.1. Crack Distribution of the Fissured Specimens.

Only four morphologies with significant changes were selected
for arrangement, as shown in Figure 7. In addition, according
to the photos (taken by the CCD camera) of the specimens
with the prefabricated fissure before and after ultimate failure

under uniaxial compression, the sketch map of initial crack
distribution and the sketch map of crack distribution after final
failure were drawn, as shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
The following contents present a detailed analysis on the
influence of the pre-existing fissure and α on the crack
evolution.
The crack initiation point refers to the failure point initiated

from the tip of the pre-existing fissure. It can be seen from
Figure 8 that the crack initiation points of the fissured
specimens with various α values were located at the tip of the
prefabricated fissure. It should be noted that there were initial
cracks at the tip and side of the prefabricated fissure for α = 0°.
According to the CCD photos in Figure 8, the propagation

paths of cracks were different in the initial stage of cracking
when α ranged from 0 to 90°. The cracking process was
influenced by the internal structure, primary bedding or
defects, in situ stress state, and other factors.12,13,41,46,47 The
initial cracks started from the tip of the precast fissure
expanding along the main stress direction and directly passing
through the weak bedding planes longitudinally but did not
turn to the horizontal bedding planes, which was because the
stress concentration always existed at the tip of the pre-existing
fissure at the initial stage of cracking, and it advanced with the
crack propagation at the pre-existing fissure tip. In addition, on
the one hand, under the action of axial load, the cracks
searched the weakness direction and broke through along the
principal stress direction under the action of axial load. On the
other hand, the maximum principal stress inhibited the
initiation and development of cracks in the direction
perpendicular to the stress. That is, it inhibited the transverse
extension of cracks to form horizontal cracks in this period.58

This is basically consistent with Xin et al.’s description and
explanation of stress concentration and failure around a single
fracture.59

Figure 8. (a−e) Morphology sketch of initial crack distribution (T is the tension model).

Figure 9. (a−e) Morphology sketch of the final crack distribution. Note: The number in the “numbers + letters” is the time of the crack
occurrence, the letter is the crack appearing at this time, the red dotted box is the secondary crack clusters, and the yellow area is the spalling area.
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Combined with Figure 8, the cracks initiated in the form of
tensile cracks from the tip of the prefabricated fissure for α =
0−90°. The initial cracks of the fissured specimens were three
tensile wing cracks for α = 0°. For α = 30−45°, the initial
cracks were all anti-tensile cracks. For α = 90°, the initial cracks
included two vertical tensile cracks.
To further analyze the crack initiation, according to the

results recorded by the CCD camera, the crack initiation angle
and the expansion angle of the initial cracks at the tip of the
prefabricated fissure were obtained by using Image-J Software
v1.8.0 (National Institutions of Health, USA),60 and the
measuring results and measuring methods are shown in Figure
10. It was worth explaining that the initiation angle represents
the initiation orientation of the initiation point, while the
expansion angle represents the further extension orientation of
it after the initial cracks were produced.
It can be seen from Figure 10b that the crack initiation point

deviated from the tip of the pre-existing fissure for the fissured
specimens. For α = 0°, both the initiation angle and the
expansion angle were near 90°. For α = 30°, the initiation
angle was the maximum. The initiation angle decreased rapidly
with α increasing, while α = 30−90°. With the further increase
in loading force, the cracks expanded further after crack
initiation. Except for α = 45°, the variation of the extension
angle and the initiation angle with α values was basically
consistent, which was similar to the relationship in Brazil
splitting tests conducted and observed by Wang et al.61 With α
increasing, the initiation angle and the expansion angle first
increased and then decreased. It showed that, during the
process from the crack initiation to propagation, the crack
propagation trajectory was affected by the initiation angle and
nearly expanded along this angle. In addition, for α = 30−45°,
the initiation angle and the expansion angle were both at a high
level. This was due to the formation of reverse tensile wing
cracks at these angles, which had a great influence on the
ultimate failure modes.
4.2. Ultimate Failure Modes. Three failure types had

been observed in the uniaxial compression tests of shale
specimens: tensile failure, shear failure, and mixed tensile-shear
failure.50 According to the characteristics of cracks, the failure
modes of rocks could be determined.32 To observe the crack
morphology more intuitively, the data shown in Figure 7 was
binarized by MATLAB R2018b software,62 and the surface
spalling near both ends of the specimen was locally optimized

to obtain, as shown in Figure 11. According to the classification
method of failure modes by Wang et al.,28,29,61 the failure

modes of the specimens with the prefabricated fissure were
classified into the following categories: shear slip at the fissure
tip (I), tensile failure at the tip (II), mixed tensile-shear failure
at the tip (III), tensile failure along the bedding near the tip
(IV), tensile-shear failure along the bedding (V), and tensile
failure in the middle of the specimen along the vertical
direction (VI).
From Table 2, it could be seen that shale specimens receive

the combined action of the horizontal bedding and the pre-

existing fissure, and the failure modes of the fissured specimens
were the combination of multiple failure modes, with shear
cracks and tensile cracks as the main crack forms. Combined
with Figure 11, the failure modes of specimens with the
prefabricated fissure included shear slip (I) and mixed tensile-
shear failure along the bedding (V). There were clear
differences in crack characteristics and failure modes of the
fissured specimens with α values changing.

Figure 10. (a) Initiation angle and the expansion angle and (b) measuring method of the angles. Note: The crack initiation angle at the tip of the
prefabricated crack is the angle between the crack initiation point at the tip and the extension direction of the prefabricated crack; the expansion
angle at the tip of the prefabricated crack is the angle formed by connecting a line between the breakthrough point and the starting point to the
extension direction of the prefabricated crack after the initial crack develops further. Both are the semi-quantitative representations.

Figure 11. Ultimate failure modes of the fissured specimens treated
by binarization.

Table 2. Ultimate Failure Modes of the Specimens with a
Prefabricated Fissure

types of failure modes

fissure angle (°) I II III IV V VI

0 √ √ √ √
30 √ √ √ √ √
45 √ √ √ √ √
60 √ √ √ √
90 √ √ √ √ √
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Among all the failure modes of the fissured specimens with
the prefabricated fissure, there were not only main cracks that
cut through the bedding vertically and main cracks extending
transversely along the bedding but also main cracks that
penetrated bedding obliquely and other secondary cracks. The
ultimate failure modes of the fissured specimens were mixed
tensile-shear failure. This was similar to the conclusion of Li et
al.32 on the failure modes of shale under uniaxial compression
where the failure mechanism of shale with the horizontal
bedding under uniaxial compression was mainly tension failure
or comprehensive tension-shear failure.
According to Figure 11, it was obvious that the main cracks

were generated around the prefabricated fissure. Combined
with the crack geometry and propagation mechanism, there
were many kinds of crack failure modes: tensile crack, shear
crack, mixed tensile-shear crack, transverse crack, and surface
spalling, as shown in Table 3. For the fissured specimens, most

of the secondary cracks in the horizontal direction were mixed
with oblique tension-shear to form total penetrating networks,
as shown in Figure 11.
By comparing the ultimate failure modes of the fissured

specimens with different fissure angles, it was found that, for α
= 30−45°, two main cracks penetrated through the
prefabricated fissure and the loading end face and one main
crack penetrated through the horizontal bedding that emerged
at the tip of the prefabricated fissure. The former realized
mutual penetration, many secondary crack clusters were
formed laterally of the shear-slip main cracks, and the
communication between natural joints and horizontal bedding
was realized. Finally, a crack network composed of natural
joints, horizontal bedding, and the prefabricated fissure was
formed. For α = 0 and 60−90°, there were no more
connections between the main cracks formed around the
pre-existing fissure, and there were few secondary crack
clusters around the main cracks. The overall fracture network
was sparse. Therefore, it could be considered that the
prefabricated fissure for α = 30−45° played an obvious role
in forming a large-area crack network.

5. AE CHARACTERISTICS
Acoustic emission events referred to the deformation and
failure of the fissured specimens under load, accompanied by a
large number of microcracks, which lead to the release of

stored energy in the specimens.63 Monitoring the AE signal
combined with CCD photos of the fissured specimens was
helpful for analyzing the whole process of crack initiation,
propagation, and penetration under uniaxial compression.

5.1. AE Behaviors. Figure 12 shows the AE events of the
fissured specimens with respect to different α values. The crack
evolution and final crack distribution of the fissured specimens
are shown in Figures 7 and 9, respectively. The numbers
(integer 0, 1, 2...) shown in Figures 12 and 9 correspond to the
sequence of cracking shown in Figure 7, and the yellow
shading in Figure 9 represents surface spalling.
When the specimen with α = 0° was first loaded to stage 1

(ε = 0.78%, σ = 63.1 MPa), tensile crack 1a initiated at the
point on the side of the prefabricated fissure. At stage 2 (ε =
0.90%, σ = 74.14 MPa), tensile crack 1a extended further with
an obvious stress drop and AE counts. At stage 3 (ε = 0.96%, σ
= 79.56 MPa), crack 3a initiated from the right-hand end of
the prefabricated fissure with some AE counts. At stage 4 (ε =
0.96%, σ = 78.64 MPa), crack 4a initiated from the left-hand
end of the prefabricated fissure with an obvious stress drop and
AE counts. At stage 5 (ε = 0.98%, σ = 77.75 MPa), crack 5a
initiated from the right-hand end of the prefabricated fissure
with an obvious stress drop and AE counts. At the peak point
of stage 6 (ε = 1.09%, σ = 87.24 MPa), more powder of shale
rocks suddenly appeared in the prefabricated fissure and the
width of the fissure increased obviously. Surface spalling 6a was
observed below the right-hand corner of the specimen. At stage
7 (ε = 1.09%, σ = 85.54 MPa), the width of the pre-existing
fissure continued to increase. Finally, at stage 8 (ε = 1.09%, σ =
84.92 MPa), the instability failure of the specimen occurred
with the initiation and propagation of cracks 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, 8e,
and 8f. With the largest AE events and stress drop, surface
spalling (8m, 8h, 8g, and 8k) was observed.
For the specimen with α = 30°, at stage 1 (ε = 1.04%, σ =

98.81 MPa), tensile cracks 1a and 1b initiated from the right-
hand and left-hand end point of the prefabricated fissure,
respectively, with an obvious stress drop and obvious AE
counts. When the specimen was further loaded at stage 2 (ε =
1.21%, σ = 110.75 MPa), tensile crack 2a emerged at the left-
hand end of the prefabricated fissure, and crack 1a extended
further straightly with a slight stress drop and obvious AE
counts. At stage 3 (ε = 1.22%, σ = 111.33 MPa), some shale
powder appeared in the prefabricated fissure, and tensile cracks
1a and 2a extended further with a slight stress drop and
obvious AE counts. At stage 4 (ε = 1.23%, σ = 111.7 MPa),
crack 2a directly expanded. Finally, at failure stage 5 (ε =
1.23%, σ = 110.88 MPa), cracks 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5g, 5h, 5f, and
5m, accompanied by a large AE event, were observed, as was
surface spalling (5p and 5n).
For the specimen with α = 45°, at stage 1 (ε = 1.16%, σ =

98.99 MPa), tensile cracks 1a and 1b initiated from the two
ends of the prefabricated fissure, respectively, with a large
stress drop and obvious AE counts. With an obvious stress
drop and AE event, cracks 2a and 2b initiated from the two
ends of the prefabricated fissure at stage 2 (ε = 1.32%, σ =
113.22 MPa). At stage 3 (ε = 1.38%, σ = 116.3 MPa), crack 2b
had a propagation suddenly with a little stress drop and AE
event; at stage 4 (ε = 1.38%, σ = 114.94 MPa), cracks 1b and
2b had propagation, and crack 4a emerged suddenly with a
little stress drop and AE events. With the initiation and
propagation of cracks 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5e, 5f, 5g, 5j, 5q, 5r, and
5m, instability failure of the specimen occurred at stage 5 (ε =

Table 3. Crack Types of the Intact and Fissured Specimens

types of cracks

fissure
angle (°)

crack
development

process tensile lateral

mixed
tensile-
shear shear spalling

intact initial stage √
failure stage √ √ √ √ √

0 initial stage √
failure stage √ √ √ √ √

30 initial stage √
failure stage √ √ √ √ √

45 initial stage √ √
failure stage √ √ √ √ √

60 initial stage √ √
failure stage √ √ √ √ √

90 initial stage √
failure stage √ √ √ √ √
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1.38%, σ = 114.81 MPa), accompanied by a large AE event,
was observed, as was surface spalling (5k and 5p).
For the specimen with α = 60°, at stage 1 (ε = 1.09%, σ =

88.85 MPa), tensile cracks 1a and 1b initiated at the two ends
of the prefabricated fissure with an obvious stress drop and
obvious AE counts. At stage 2 (ε = 1.18%, σ = 96.26 MPa),
cracks 1a and 1b propagated further with a little stress drop
and obvious AE counts. At stage 3 (ε = 1.30%, σ = 105.19
MPa), on the right side of the prefabricated fissure, with an
obvious stress drop and obvious AE counts, a nearly vertical
crack 3b emerged instantly. At stage 4 (ε = 1.33%, σ = 106.27
MPa), on the right side of crack 3b, crack 4a occurred with an
AE event. At stage 5 (ε = 1.36%, σ = 105.61 MPa), surface
spalling (5a) emerged among cracks 3b and 4a with a slight AE
event. Finally, failure stage 6 (ε = 1.36%, σ = 105.39 MPa) was

reached, and the occurrences of cracks 6a, 6b, 6c, 6d, 6e, and 6j
caused an obvious AE event.
For the condition of α = 90°, at stage 1 (ε = 1.71%, σ =

158.83 MPa), surface spalling 1a occurred below the left-hand
corner of the specimen with an obvious AE event,
accompanied by some small particles emerging in the
prefabricated fissure. At stage 2 (ε = 1.71%, σ = 159.04
MPa), some small particles spall from the prefabricated fissure
with some AE counts. At stage 3 (ε = 1.72%, σ = 156.99 MPa),
tensile cracks 3c and 3e initiated and propagated from the two
ends of the prefabricated fissure, and cracks 3a and 3d initiated
from the two sides of the prefabricated fissure. Moreover, a
large AE event was observed accompanied with the initiation
and propagation of the all cracks and surface spalling.

5.2. Four Stages of AE Events. To explore the
relationship between axial stress, AE events, and crack

Figure 12. Relationship between axial stress, AE counts, and accumulated AE counts. (a) 0, (b) 30, (c) 45, (d) 60, and (e) 90°. Note: The integers
(1, 2, 3, 4,...) on the stress-time curve represent the time when cracks or surface spalling appear in each specimen and correspond to the numbers
(1, 2, 3, 4,...) in Figures 7 and 9.
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evolution of the fissured specimens under uniaxial compression
with loading time, the result in Figure 12 is obtained. The
result shows that the stress drop on the axial stress-time curve
was in good agreement with the sudden change of AE counts,
and the accumulative AE count-time curve would form a step
at the same time. The greater the stress drop amplitude, the
higher the “step” in the cumulative AE count-time curve.
According to the AE signals of the fissured sandstone

specimens under uniaxial compression, Yang and Jing28

divided the whole loading process into two periods: the
quiet period and active period. Lu et al.50 divided the loading
process into two stages according to the AE signals of shale
Brazil split specimens and took the AE signals of crack
initiation as the critical point. Therefore, according to the AE
characteristics of the fissured specimens, the whole AE period
was divided into four typical stages: the initial quiet period (I),
active period (II), silent period before failure (III), and failure
period (IV).
In the initial quiet period (period I), the AE counts were few

and sparse, the cumulative AE-time curves basically coincided
with the time axis, and there was no formation of macroscopic
cracks at the pre-existing fissure. This stage took a long time,
and the AE signal had nothing to do with the fissure angles of
the prefabricated fissure.
As the loading increased, the events of the crack initiation

were monitored, so the crack initiation stress could be
obtained from the stress-time curves. Subsequently, the AE
events entered into the active period (period II). In this period,
AE events were generated sporadically, and the AE counts
were very few, which was due to the weak AE signals caused by
microcrack initiation. However, the energy stored in the
specimens continued to accumulate, and the first stress drop
appeared in the stress-time curves. Immediately after the
release of energy, a large number of AE counts appeared, and
the active period ended. At that moment, there was a
macroscopic crack initiation at the tip of the pre-existing
fissure of the fissured specimens (for example, at time 2 in
Figure 12a and at time 1 in Figure 12b−e).
After entering the silent period before failure (period III),

because the energy had been released after the first stress drop,
the generated macrocracks waited for new energies to gather,
and the generation of macrocracks weakened the propagation
of AE signals, resulting in the decrease in AE signals. Then,
accumulative AE-time curves remained horizontal and the AE
signals entered the failure period (period IV).
After the AE signals entered the failure period (period IV),

the AE signals were dense, the cumulative AE-time curve was
in the ascending stage, and the corresponding rising steps were
concentrated until the specimen was finally destroyed. At this
time, the strongest AE event was generated, which showed that
the AE counts were the largest.
For the fissured specimens with α = 0°, AE events were not

very active and had a few AE counts, except for a few large AE
counts. For α = 90°, the AE behavior remains active in stages
II, III, and IV, and the AE counts are dense but low, except for
the sudden increase in some AE counts.
Combining with the above analysis of crack growth and AE

characteristics, we can get the following points.
For the fissured specimen of α = 0°, the tensile crack begins

at the side of the prefabricated fissure. For α = 30−90°, tensile
cracks start from the two ends of the prefabricated fissure. At
the same time, for α = 90°, shear cracks appeared on both sides
of the prefabricated fissure. With the increase in α values,

corresponding crack initiation stress and AE counts increased.
By analyzing the cumulative AE curves of fissured specimens, it
could be found that, when α was 60°, the steps are the most,
and the length and height of the steps are average and
consistent. The cumulative AE curves with α = 30 and 45°
were similar, and both contained two steps with similar shapes,
which corresponded to the expression of failure modes when α
= 30 and 45° in Section 4. When α = 60°, there were three
obvious stress drops in AE events at times 1, 2, and 3, and the
heights of steps formed in the cumulative AE curves were
almost the same. The AE event-fissured specimens were more
concentrated in the failure period (period IV) when α = 90°,
the cumulative AE curve was also extremely steep, and the only
significant ascending step appeared near the peak stress. Before
that, the curve had been flat, which was consistent with the
crack evolution process of the specimen. The cumulative AE
curve showed a “multistep”, which indicated that the energy of
brittle shale was accumulated and released continuously under
the continuous load. The formation of this “step” corre-
sponded to crack propagation and secondary crack germina-
tion. In addition, the maximum stress drop occurred in the
failure period (period IV). When α = 30−45 and 90°, the time
(period II + period III + period IV) from crack initiation to
final failure was shorter than when α = 0 and 60°.

5.3. Crack Initiation Stress. According to the character-
istics of AE events, an inflection point appears in the middle of
the cumulative AE curve. Before the inflection point, AE events
remain silent, and after this, AE events begin to increase, which
makes the curve have an upward trend. Therefore, the stress
value corresponding to the point can be used as the threshold
of crack initiation of the shale rock, that is, crack initiation
stress.
According to the AE events of the fissured specimens

obtained, the crack initiation stress is acquired and shown in
Figure 13. It can be found that the crack initiation stress

increases with the increased fissure angle (α ≠ 60°). Combined
with Figure 6a, it can be found that the relationship between
the initiation stress, UCS, and peak strain with the α values was
basically consistent, showing an overall positive correlation.
Especially, for α = 60°, the initiation stress drops the same as
the corresponding UCS and peak strain. This was because the
pre-existing fissure of α = 60° formed a dominant angle of 30°

Figure 13. Crack initiation stress and UCS of the fissured specimens.
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with the loading direction and a weak plane, creating rock
failure.
5.4. Influence of the Fissure Angle on Hydraulic

Fracturing. For the AE signals, the distribution of AF (AE
count/duration) and RA (rising time/amplitude) was often
used to further analyze the rock failure modes.45,50 The
proportion of tensile and shear cracks in the total loading
process and the post-peak loading stage was obtained, as
shown in Table 4. The RA-AF distribution of the specimens
with different fissure angles was also drawn (Figures 14 and
15), according to the average values in Table 4.

According to Table 4, tensile cracks were the main form of
the fissured specimens for α = 0−90° during the whole loading
process. Except for α = 60°, the tensile and shear cracks
produced by the fissured specimens with other α values are
83.1−83.9 and 16.1−16.9%; obviously, the divergence is light.
On the post-peak loading stage, except for α = 60°, likewise,
the proportion of tensile cracks is still high (61.2−77.7%) but
decreases greatly and the proportion of shear cracks increases
hugely, ranging from 22.3 to 38.8% compared with the
proportion in the whole loading period.
Combined with Figure 15, it could be seen that, on the post-

peak loading stage, the initiation and propagation of shear
cracks were greatly increased and the possibility of shear failure
was intensified, which was consistent with the mixed tensile-
shear failure modes of the specimen with a pre-existing fissure.

6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Cracking Evolution and Its Mechanical Mecha-

nism. In this paper, the uniaxial compression test of
prefabricated shale specimens is carried out. According to
the stress−strain curves of brittle rocks obtained by the test,
the deformation failure process of brittle rocks can be divided
into five stages, namely, crack closure, linear elastic
deformation, crack initiation and stable crack growth, crack
damage and unstable crack growth, and failure and post peak
behavior.64

However, in this test, the stress−strain curve of fissured
specimens with horizontal bedding has no post-peak stage, and
the compaction stage is short. Therefore, the failure process of
the fissured specimens is divided into four parts: crack closure
and linear elastic deformation, crack initiation and stable crack
growth, crack damage and unstable crack growth, and failure
and around peak behavior. These four stages correspond to the
four periods divided in this paper: initial quiet period (I),
active period (II), silent period before failure (III), and failure
period (IV).

In the test, when the vertical load reaches the crack initiation
stress value, the tensile crack first starts at or near the
prefabricated fissure end. This shows that the prefabricated
fissure guides the crack initiation.65 In addition, at the moment
when the initial crack emerges at the end of the prefabricated
fissure of shale specimens, the initial crack will extend a very
short distance to the extension direction of the prefabricated
fissure. However, this tiny distance is fleeting, and then it
deviates upward or downward. This is due to the stress
concentration at the prefabricated fissure ends before crack
initiation. In the tiny range of the end, the stress concentration
can be regarded as evenly distributed around the end. Under
the action of load, the breakthrough is found, and a tiny crack
is produced finally. With the load increasing, the tensile crack
at the end of the prefabricated fissure extends further,
accompanied by the generation of a secondary crack. These
cracks eventually propagate in the loading direction, and the
crack initiation angle is almost the same as the extension angle.
This is because the crack propagation is mainly dominated by
the initial crack direction and propagates along the maximum
principal stress direction.65,66

According to Griffith’s microstrength theory, under the
action of external stress, stress concentration occurs and begins
to expand first at the crack tip, then the cracks collude with
each other, and finally, macro failure is formed.20 It is worth
noting that, in the final failure modes of the fissured specimens,
cracks along the horizontal bedding occurred. This is because,
for layered rocks, the bedding plane belongs to the geological
weak plane, there are a large number of primary microcracks
near the bedding plane, and the cementation strength between
horizontal bedding is weak, which makes it easier to reach the
limit stress state.61 Before the failure of the specimen, the
horizontal bedding was perpendicular to the maximum
principal stress, and there was no crack along the horizontal
bedding. However, the stress that is not perpendicular to the
bedding plane in the end exceeds the local maximum failure
strength, and then mixed tension-shear cracks caused by failure
along the bedding plane or cutting through the bedding at low
angles are produced. In addition, the integrity of local mineral
bundles is damaged due to the existence of the prefabricated
fissure. From the vertical direction, the projection of the fissure
length on the horizontal direction shows that the larger the
crack angle, the smaller the projection length. The smaller the
failure degree of the mineral beam, the smaller the strength of
the fissured specimen when weakened. This further explains
the strength characteristics of the fissured specimen with
different fissure angles in this paper.
To sum up, evolution occurred through a process involving

the coalescence of smaller cracks into larger cracks, which in
turn coalesced until a critical plane of failure was formed.64

6.2. Selection of Perforation Orientation for Fractur-
ing Horizontal Wells. With the advancement of technology
and the continuous updating of fracturing equipment,
fracturing technology at the horizontal well has developed
from staged fracturing and multistaged fracturing to large-scale
staged multicluster volume fracturing.67 As an important part
of horizontal fracturing, perforation not only is related to the
production of oil and gas wells but also has a significant impact
on the subsequent stimulation measures. In this test, the
original joints are simulated by setting the prefabricated fissure
with various fissure angles in shale gas reservoirs with
horizontal bedding. Combined with the previous analysis of
crack evolution and final failure modes of the fissured

Table 4. Proportion of Different Cracks in Various Loading
Periods

condition
the proportion of different cracks in various periods

(%)

loading period total loading process
the loading process after

peak stress

fissure angle (°) tensile shear tensile shear

0 83.9 16.1 61.2 38.8
30 83.1 16.9 67.1 32.9
45 83.5 16.5 71.9 28.1
60 89.5 10.5 88 12
90 83.5 16.5 77.7 22.3
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specimens (Section 4.1), the fissured specimens have the most

cracks around the prefabricated fissure for α = 30 and 45°. The
fissure angles of 30 and 45° play an obvious role in forming a

large-area crack network and secondary crack clusters

surrounding the multiple main cracks, thus bringing about

the perfect penetration of natural joints, bedding, and artificial

fissure. Furthermore, the rock network is formed around the

prefabricated fissure. As a result, the crack degree of the rock

Figure 14. (a−f) RA-AF distribution of the fissured specimens with different fissure angles. Note: The diagonal slope of all patterns is 0.008 (slope
= AF/RA = 0.008).
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mass around the prefabricated fissure and the whole specimen
is larger. For the fissured specimens of α = 0, 60, and 90°, the
existence of the prefabricated fissure promotes the local crack
network, and the final failure mode is closer to the vertical split
failure. When α = 30 and 45°, the crack initiation stress values
are 57.34 and 63.18% of that at 90°, respectively, and the peak
strengths are 68.24 and 72.14% of that at 90°, which are only
19.79 and 26.65% higher than those of the fissured specimen of
α = 0°. Based on the above analysis, there is a perforating
azimuth dominance angle β (30° ≤ β ≤ 45°) in horizontal well
fracturing. Selecting the dominant angle about perforation
orientation, as shown in Figure 16, it is easier to form a large-
scale complex crack network around the prefabricated fissure,
break the effective reservoirs, and improve the discharge and
production capacity. At the same time, it also provides a good
solution to the superior arrangement of perforation orientation
of horizontal well fracturing.
It is very important to clarify the initial structural

characteristics, crack evolution law, and the mechanism of
failure modes for reconstruction of the shale gas reservoir. In
this paper, the mechanical properties and effects of the
propagation process of the prefabricated (natural) fissure on
shale specimens with horizontal bedding are studied
experimentally, ignoring the influence of mechanical properties
of bedding itself, lacking the research of crack evolution from
the bedding angle, lacking the microscopic description of
fracture surfaces, and lacking the verification and further study
by using a numerical simulation. Therefore, how to better
represent the instantaneous change of the shale matrix under
load and simulate the failure process of the layered rock by

using a discrete element method will be the focus of the next
step of this study.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the mechanical properties, failure characteristics,
and crack evolution of fissured shale were studied by a uniaxial
compression test. The following conclusions can be drawn
from the experiment:

(1) The pre-existing fissure will weaken the UCS of the
specimens and peak strain. With the increase in α, the
strength and peak strain increase but fall for α = 60°
when the elastic modulus almost remains unchanged and
the damage modulus slightly increases.

(2) For α = 0−90°, cracks initiated in the form of tensile
cracks at the tip of the pre-existing fissure and the
ultimate failure modes were mixed tensile-shear failure.
With α increasing, the crack initiation angle and
expansion angle first increase and then decrease.

(3) The pre-existing fissure makes the final cracks
distributed around the tip of the pre-existing fissure,
and the fissure in α = 30 and 45° plays an obvious role in
forming a large-area crack network.

(4) The pre-existing fissure reduces the crack initiation stress
that is positively correlated with α but decreases for α =
60°.

(5) The whole AE events are divided into four periods in
which tensile cracks are dominant in the fissured
specimens for α = 0−90°, but the proportion of shear
cracks increases sharply after reaching the peak stress.
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